Quality is in the weld detail

New Vuelta Flush Sash
The first Vuelta by Visage Flush Sash
windows have created a real buzz of
excitement amongst those who’ve seen them.
The new Vuelta Flush Sash window is the first of its
kind. It offers slim frames in 14 standard colours and
authentic timber-look joints, combined with the
practicality of a fully-welded PVCu window. Shepley
worked directly with machinery specialists to design
an all new window that looks just like wood, without
compromising on performance.

It’s taken almost a year to develop Visage Flush Sash
and it started with a completely new machine to
create the perfect timber-look weld.

Flush sash at
a glance

The unique new jointing and welding process
produces the external character of a perfect timber
joint without compromising performance.
The precision weld is strong, thermally efficient and
has no risk of air leakage.

New for
Jan ‘19

New for
2019

Q-Lon outer seal
The Visage Flush Sash window features a neat Q-Lon
outer seal between the sash and outerframe.

Authentic timber-look welded joints

Q-Lon compresses easily to fill the gap and then
returns to its original shape when the sash is
opened. This removes the need for an unsightly
brush seal.

Before designing Vuelta Flush Sash, we talked with
customers to find out what problems they had
experienced when selling and fitting other flush sash
windows. This invaluable information meant that we
could design these issues out of Vuelta Flush Sash.
The unique new jointing and welding process produces
a perfect replica of a timber joint without compromising
thermal efficiency or strength.

Designer handles

Take a look inside for more about Vuelta by Visage
Flush Sash Windows.

Our range of designer handles offer a high-quality
look and feel. There’s a choice of finishes and a
heritage range with matching dummy pegs and stays.

14 standard painted and natural
wood finish colour options

Colours
We think you’ll like the collection of 14 standard
colour options. These feature the latest trending
shades and classic favourites.

New Vuelta by Visage
Flush Sash Window

The collection includes Agate Grey and natural wood
stain finishes.

Smooth Anthracite Grey

Colour matched Georgian Bars

Perfect for contemporary or modern properties.

Available in all 14 colours.

Q-Lon outer seal

Optional colour matched
Georgian Bars

Vuelta by Visage Flush Sash windows are ready now. Contact us for a quote.

Designer handle options

